
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000USING SCALABLE STATECHARTS FOR ACTIVE OBJECTSINTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELINGDAN MIRCEA SUCIUAbstrat. In the last two deades, the design of objet models having on-urrent features has represented a onstant onern for many researhers.The fundamental abstrations used in this methodology are onurrent (orative) objets and protools for passing messages between them. Statehartsseem to be one of the most appropriate ways of modeling the behavior of on-urrent objets. Based on stateharts we will de�ne an exeutable formalism,alled level 2 salable statehart (SS2), for modeling of intra-onurreny inobjet-oriented onurrent appliations.Key words: objet-oriented onurrent programming, reative sys-tems, stateharts. 1. IntrodutionIn the last two deades, the design of objet models having onurrent featureshas represented a onstant onern for many researhers. This was happening formainly two reasons. On the one hand, as an e�et of the obtained tehnologialprogress, many objet-oriented programming languages having onurrent featureshave been designed during this time (over 100 suh languages have been disussedand systemized in [10℄).On the other hand, the fat is known that objet-oriented programming hasbeen developed having as a model our environment (seen as a set of objets amongwhih several relationships exist and whih ommuniate between them by messagetransmission). However, in the real world these objets are naturally onurrent,whih leads to the normal trend of transposing this thing into programming.It is interesting how two distint riteria, the �rst one objetive (determined bythe rise of performanes and omplexities of the alulus systems), and the seondone subjetive (atually determined by \deeny", whih urges us to solve di�erentabstrat problems looking for similitude with the real world), have �nally led to2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68N30.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. D.2.3 [Software℄ : Software Engineering { CodingTools and Tehniques D.2.7 [Software℄ : Software Engineering { Distirbution, Maintenane andEnhanements . 67



68 DAN MIRCEA SUCIUthe development of some onepts, some programming tehniques and impliitlyof some eÆient analysis and design methods for developing appliations.The onurrent programming has ourred before the objet-oriented program-ming. It has been applied for the �rst time within the framework of proedurallanguages. Here the main problems studied have been onerned to the syn-hronization of the parallel exeution of some instrution sequenes and to theinformation transmission among many other onurrent ativities.One with the appearane of objet-oriented programming software develop-ment has met a qualitative and meaningful leap. In this way, the development ofthese programs (or appliations) does not involve the deomposition of problemsinto algorithmi proedures, but independent objets that interats among them.An evaluation of the oordinating primitives of these interations will be ahievedin a onurrent system.In the same time, a great interest was aorded to objet oriented tehnology,espeially to the analysis and design methods. The analysis and design methodsmay be de�ned as oherent approahes used to desribe a system. Due to theomplexity of the systems, di�erent models are built, eah of them ontaininganother view of the system. Any model emphasize an aspet and neglet all theothers. For instane, the entity- relation model desribes the dates involved inthe system and indiates nothing about their proessing. In order to over all theaspets onneted with the design, every method uses more than one model.

Figure 1. Iterative model of appliations development using anobjet-oriented analysis/design method



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 69The life yle of an appliation, represents the stages that are go through in theproess of developing that appliation. The most important stages are:Analysis: where are identi�ed the main harateristis of all possible or-ret solutions,Design: that add to analysis models new elements that de�ne a partiularsolution, based on some riteria optimizations,Implementation: where an exeutable design is built for the partiularsolution modeled in design phase,Testing: where is veri�ed the equivalene of the implementation with thedesigned model and validates the fat that the implementation respetsthe orretness riteria identi�ed in the analysis phase.The objet oriented analysis and design methods allow an iterative approah ofthe phases from appliations life yle (Figure 1).CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tools are software produts ableto support medium or large appliation development. This support is realised byautomating some of the ativities made in an analysis and design method. Ifwe agree that one of the main goals of an analysis and design method is odegeneration and that we should obtain automatially a high rate of appliationode, it is obvious that an eÆient use of a method annot be made without anassoiated CASE tool.Typially, the translation of a omplex analysis/design model into a program-ming language takes a long period. A model is alled exeutable if this translationan be made automatially. The automatization of the translation proess allowsrunning a prototype of an appliation immediately after building its model.This paper aptures aspets regarding onurrent objet oriented appliationmodeling. We analyzed the main objet models developed in literature, insistingon onurreny aspets. In the enter of this analysis is UML (Uni�ed ModelingLanguage) version 1.3 [8℄.The obtained results and the similarities between ative objet and reativesystems drive us to the idea of modeling their behavior through stateharts for-malism. We extended the salable stateharts formalism, introdued in [13℄, whihallow developing exeutable models and o�ers support for automati soure odegeneration and for simulation of ative objets behavior.The exeutability is an important feature of salable stateharts [13℄, allowingthe automatization of ative objets implementation based on their behavioralmodels. Furthermore, the exeutability o�ers support for simulation, testing anddebugging of ative objet exeution at the same level of abstration like the builtmodel.



70 DAN MIRCEA SUCIU2. Level 2 salable stateharts (SS2)SS1 stateharts de�ned in [13℄ do not allow parallel triggering of transitions.Thus SS1 stateharts annot be used to model intra-objet onurreny. Fur-thermore, SS1 stateharts do not provide mehanisms for modeling onditionalsynhronization and synhronization onstraints.We will extent SS1 with new elements that allow us to speify state invariants,onditions for transition triggering and to handle more than one message fromqueue.De�nition 1. A level 2 salable statehart of a lass K is a tuple:SS2K = (M;S;O; P;E; sR; SF ; (stSu; stInit; ortSu; ); inv; T ; eval; par; Sa; C)where: � M is a �nite set of messages,� S is a �nite, non-empty set of states,� O is a �nite, non-empty set of orthogonal omponents,� P is a �nite set of properties,� sR 2 S is the root of the states hierarhy,� SF is a �nite set of �nal states. To preserve the onsisteny of our modelwe will presume that all the �nal states will be suessors of orthogonalomponents from the root state sR. Thus we will eliminate the termina-tion transitions proposed in UML [8℄ without a�et the modeling powerof the stateharts.� funtions that de�nes the states hierarhy:{ stSu : O ! P(S [ SF ), where stSu(o) = fs1; s2; : : : ; sng is theset of sub-states of the orthogonal omponent o, with the restritionthat 8o1; o2 2 O we have stSu(o1) \ stSu(o2) = ;;{ stInit : Onfo : stSu(o) = ;g ! S; stInit(o) = s0 2 stSu(o),the initial sub-state of the orthogonal omponent o (stSu is de�nedonly for non-empty orthogonal omponents);{ ortSu : S ! P(O)nf;g, where ortSu(s) = fo1; o2; : : : ; omg isthe set of the orthogonal omponents owned by state s, with therestrition that 8s1; s2 2 S we have ortSu(s1) \ ortSu(s2) = ;(a state has at least one orthogonal omponent);� T � P(SnfsRg) � M � P (SnfsRg) is a �nite set of transitions. Atransition (fs01; : : : ; s0ig;m; fs001 ; : : : ; s00j g) 2 T means that if an objet is insoure states s01; : : : ; s0i 2 SnfsRg (eah soure state is loated in distintorthogonal omponents of a state from S) and reeives a message mthen, after exeuting the operation assoiated to m, the objet will enterin destination states s001 ; : : : ; s00j 2 SnsRg. The root state an not besoure nor destination for a transition and the sets of soure states anddestination states not ontain states that inludes eah other.



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 71� Sa � S [ SF is the set of ative states of the statehart in a givenmoment with the restrition that 8sa 2 Sa; ortSu(sa) = ;,� C 2M? is a �nite sequene of messages, and models the messages queueof an ative objet.Figure 2 ontains an example of a SS0 statehart and its visual representation.The struture of the modeled lass (Bottle) is de�ned in the same �gure usingUML notation.Based on stSu and ortSu funtions we will de�ne another two funtionsthat return the parent of a state or orthogonal omponent.De�nition 2. The funtion stPred : O ! S, where stPred(o) = s 2 S if o 2ortSu(s), determines the parent state of an orthogonal omponent o 2 O. Thefuntion ortPred : S [ SF nfsRg ! O, ortPred(s) = o 2 O if s 2 stSu(o)determines the orthogonal omponent that is parent of a state s 2 S [ SF nfsRg.The restritions stated in de�nition 1:8o1; o2 2 O; stSu(o1) \ stSu(o2) = ; and8s1; s2 2 S; ortSu(s1) \ stSu(s2) = ;;ensure that stPred and ortPred are well de�ned.To omplete the formal de�nition of SS1 stateharts we will give a formalspei�ation for valid transitions. For this reason, we will de�ne �rst the nestingrelation between states and/or orthogonal omponents.De�nition 3. Two elements so1; so2 2 S [O are in nesting relation, denoted byso1 � so2, i� one of the above aÆrmations is true:a) so1 = so2,b) so1 2 S ^ so2 2 S ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � )),) so1 2 O ^ so2 2 O ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = ortPred(stPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � )),d) so1 2 S ^ so2 2 O ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = ortPred(stPred(� � �| {z }n times ortPred(so1) � � � ))e) so1 2 O ^ so2 2 S ) 9n 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times stPred(so1) � � � )).Proposition 1. The nesting relation is partial order over S [ O.Proof . The reexivity is assured by the aÆrmation a) from nesting relationde�nition.



72 DAN MIRCEA SUCIULet so1; so2; so3 2 S be three states suh that so1 � so2 and so2 � so3. Fromde�nition 7 we have that 9n 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � )) and9m 2 N+ : so3 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }m times so2 � � � )). This implies that 9r = n +m 2N+ : so3 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }r=n+m times so1 � � � )), so so1 � so3. This means that thenesting relation is transitive over S. Analogous it an be proved that the nestingrelation is transitive over S [O for so1; so2; so3 belonging to S and/or O.We will prove that the nesting relation is anti-symmetrial over S.Let so1; so2 2 S be two states for whih so1 � so2 and so2 � so1. This impliesthat: so1 = so2;or 9n;m 2 N+ : so2 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n times so1 � � � ))and so1 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }m times so2 � � � )):Let us suppose that so1 6= so2. Then9r = n+m 2 N+ : so1 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }r=n+m times so1 � � � )):From de�nition 1 we have that the above statement is true only for r = 0. This isobviously impossible beause r 2 N+ . We dedue that so1 = so2. The other threeases (so1; so2 2 O, so1 2 O and so2 2 S, so1 2 S and so2 2 O) are analogous.Thus, 8so1; so2 2 S [ O, so1 � so2 ^ so2 � so1 ) so1 = so2, i.e. the nestingrelation is anti-symmetrial over S [ O.Beause the relation (S [O;�) is reexive, transitive and anti-symmetrial wededue that the nesting relation is partial order over S [ O. �De�nition 4. For a state or orthogonal omponent so 2 S [ O, fso0 : so0 2S [ O; so � so0g, denoted by PREDso, is the set of all its predeessors.Proposition 2. For all so 2 S [ O, (PREDso;�) is total order.Proof. Corresponding to proposition 1, the relation (PREDso; ) is partialorder. Let so0; so00 2 PREDso \ S be two predeessor states of so. Aording tode�nition 8 we have:9n0 2 N+ : so0 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n0 times so � � � ))



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 73and 9n00 2 N+ : so00 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n00 times so � � � )):We suppose that n0 > n0'. We have:9n00 2 N+ : so00 = stPred(ortPred(� � �| {z }n0�n" times so0 � � � ))that implies so0 � so00. The other three ases (so0; so00 2 PREDso \ O, so0 2PREDsoapO and so00 2 PREDso\S, so0 2 PREDso\S and so00\PREDso\O) are analogous.Thus, 8so0; so00 2 PREDso, so0 � so00 or so00 � so0, whih implies (PREDso;�)is total order. �De�nition 5. Let (X;�) be a partially ordered set and let Y be a subset of X.An element x 2 X is a lower bound for Y i� x � y for all y 2 Y . A lower boundx for Y is the greatest lower bound for Y i�, for every lower bound x0 for Y ,x0 � y. Whet it exists, we denote the greatest lower bound for Y by uY .In the paper we use the following three well known results [9℄:� if x is a lower bound for Y and x 2 Y then uY = x;� if uY exists then it is unique;� if (Y;�) is total order and Y is �nite then uY exists and uY 2 Y .Beause (PREDso;�) is total order and PREDso is a �nite set, we dedue thatthe greatest lower bound for PREDso does exist, and uPREDso 2 PREDso. Wewill prove that uPREDso is the parent of so.Proposition 3. Let so 2 S [ O be a state or orthogonal omponent. One of thefollowing aÆrmations is true:1) so 2 S ) ortPred(so) = uPREDso,2) so 2 O ) stPred(so) = uPREDso.Proof. a) Let so 2 S be a state. It is obvious that so � ortPred(so), andbased on the de�nition of set PREDso we have that ortPred(so) 2 PREDso.Let so0 2 PREDso be an arbitrary predeessor of the state so. From de�nition8 we have that so � so0. If so0 is an orthogonal omponent (so0 2 O) then:9n 2 N : so0 = ortPred(stPred(� � �| {z }n times ortPred(so) � � � ));whih implies that ortPred(so) � so0. The ase when so0 is a state (so0 2 S) isanalogous. Beause so' was arbitrary seleted from PREDso we will have:8so0 2 PREDso; ortP red(so) � so0. that implies ortPred(so) = uPREDso.The proof for statement b) is analogous. �



74 DAN MIRCEA SUCIU

Figure 2. Graphial representation of SS2 statehartDe�nition 6. Two states or orthogonal omponents so0; so00 2 S are orthogonali� so0 6� so00, so00 6� so0 and u(PREDso0 \ PREDso00) 2 S.In other words, two states or orthogonal omponents are orthogonal if they arenot in nesting relation and the losest ommon anestor is a state.De�nition 7. Let t = (fs0i 2 S : i = 1; : : : ; ng;m; fs00j 2 S : j = 1; : : : ;mg) 2 Tbe a transition. We say that t is a valid transition if all the following aÆrmationsare true:a) Ps0 = uTi=1n PREDs0i 2 S (the soure states are orthogonal),b) Ps00 = u \j=1m PREDs00j 2 S (the destination states are orthogonal),) Ps0 6� Ps00, Ps00 6� Ps0 and u(PREDPs0 \ PREDPs00) 2 O (soure and desti-nation states are not orthogonal).We will all domt = u(PREDPs0 \PRED0Ps0) 2 O the domain of transition t.



ACTIVE OBJECTS INTERNAL CONCURRENCY MODELING 75The domain of a transition represents the \smallest" orthogonal omponentthat ontains all transition's soure and destination states.In de�nition 1 funtion par haraterizes the algorithm of hoosing a set ofmessages frommessage queue. The spei�ation of par funtion is not important inthis phase of formalization and is imposed by partiular mehanisms implementedin various onurrent objet oriented languages. We onsider that this funtionwill return the maximal set of messages that an be handled onurrently.De�nition 8. Two transitions t0; t00 2 T are textslindependent i� their domainsare orthogonal, i.e., u(PREDdomt0 \ PREDdomt00) 2 S.De�nition 9. A on�guration of a SS2 statehart is a tuple (Sa; par(C); Cr),where Sa � S is the �nite set of ative states, par(C) is the set of messagesfrom queue whih will be proessed in parallel and Cr 2 M? the rest of messagesqueue C after removing messages from par(C). The initial on�guration of a SS2statehart if given by (ative(sR);?).De�nition 10. The interpretation of a SS2 statehart on�guration is a funtion:Æ2 : P(S)�P(M)�M? ! P(S [ SF )�M?;Æ2(Sa; fm1; : : : ;mng; Cr) == 8<: (Ativ(Si=1n S00i ); C 0r); if 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng9(S0i � Sa [ Spa and eval(ei) = true(Sa; C 0r); if 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng 6 9S1; S2; S2 � S1; e 2 E : (S1;mi; e; S2) 2 T(Sa; C 0r ^m1 ^ � � � ^mn); elseDe�nition 11. The exeution of a SS2 statehart is a sequene �nite or in�-nite of on�guration interpretations, starting from the initial on�guration, and isdenoted:(ative(sR); ;;?) Æ2�! (S1; par(C); Cr1) Æ2�! � � � Æ2�! (Sk; par(C); Crk) Æ2�! � � �where S1; : : : ; Sk; : : : � S, m1; : : : ;mk; : : : 2 M and Cr1; : : : ; Crk; : : : 2 M?. Theexeution is �nite if the set of ativated states ontains at least a �nal state.3. ConlusionsWe extended the stateharts formalism [7℄ with new semantially and graphialelements, in order to allow the spei�ation of ative objets behavior with respetof a general onurrent objet model. The extensions are: allowing salability,exeutability and the de�nition of a preise semanti.The formalism that is proposed in setion two of this paper is alled level twosalable statehart. The salability of states minimizes the e�ort of modelingobjets with a omplex behavior. In this way, the ative objets behavior modelsan be analyzed at di�erent levels of detail.Beause the semanti of salable stateharts was de�ned regarding a generalonurrent objet model, they allow soure ode generation in various onurrent
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